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The growing challenges to design:

Design is getting more and more complex 
because of the growing demands from

•Globalisation

•Sustainability

Every action we take has consequences which 
we cannot continue to ignore.

Systems oriented design is a method that 
addresses these challenges



What is Systems Thinking?

Ecology:

The ultimate 

example of systems 

thinking.

Man is part of 

ecology.

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Oceanic_and_Atmospheric_Administration


What is Systems Oriented Design?

In Systems Oriented Design 

we look at businesses and 

organisations as “ecologies”. 

Sustainability is not only a 

matter of being “green” but 

also a matter of technology, 

economy, management, 

culture, politics and marked.



Think of everything as being super complex:

US Navy 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:USS_Tripoli_LPH10_a.jpg



Beyond the object

? ?



Beyond the object

Look beyond the object:

A cup of coffee is the intersection point of two super 

complex systems, one originating from the Norwegian 

woods, the other from a coffee field in Columbia.

? ?



• TASK:

• Mini-map of one object / service from your 

home

• Delivery Thursday morning



Designers have some real advantages 

as systems thinkers:

Designers are in a position were 

they can influence decisions 

concerning industrial production.



Designers have abilities as systems 

thinkers:

Designers are used to engage in fuzzy 

and ill-defined problems in an intuitive 

and holistic way. (Wicked Problems)

Designers can visualize!



Visual Thinking

Visual thinking gives 

enormous advantages

For accessing and 

internalising and 

communicating complex 

stuff. 

It creates the 

preconditions for 

interventions.



Visual Thinking

Process and communication.



Visual Thinking



Visual thinking is both quantitative and 

qualitative.

Complex quantitative data is often only understood 

qualitatively.



The designers ability to think in complex 

systems needs to be trained and 

developed further.

Designers are today not 

really consciously trained 

with specific methods to 

make them better in 

coping with very complex 

issues.

We have developed 

several techniques and 

concepts to get better.



The difference between traditional 

designers and “Systems heads”.

Normally designers react to complexity

Systems oriented Designers act towards complexity in a proactive 

manner



”The Rich Design Space”

The concept of the Rich Design 

Space includes the physical 

space of the design studio, the 

virtual digital design space of 

the design software, media like 

video and sound recording, 

traditional design techniques 

and even the social space 

created in the project.



”The Rich Design Space”

By paying attention to 

the richness of the 

design space it emerges 

as a very efficient tool to 

maintain the complexity 

of the project all the way 

to decision making.



”GIGA-mapping”

GIGA-mapping is a central 

tool for registering, 

analysing and managing 

complexity in the systems 

oriented design project.



”GIGA-mapping”

GIGA-mapping might deal with relations playing out 

in structures over time.



”Resilience”

Resilience is a systems ability to 

survive and to return to the 

previous stable state or to adjust to 

achieve a new situation and a new 

sustainable stable state.

Systems Oriented Design plans for 

unforeseen futures.



Scenario thinking

Scenarios are used to speculate 

about the survival of the 

designed system intervention.

Extreme scenarios are most 

valuable to test systems. (worst 

case scenarios)



Implementations 

Systems Oriented 

Design helps to 

develop realistic and 

detailed 

implementation 

scenarios.



What about creativity?

Systems oriented design is a creative tool!

Systems investigations helps to break 

schemata and to find new points in the 

systems were an intervention has 

synergetic and powerful impacts.



Original concepts in Systems 

Oriented Design

The Rich Design Space

GIGA-mapping

A new level of diagramming in systems thinking.

Catastrophic Scenario Games

Crossing points (not the same as leverage points)

Outcroppings

Incubation techniques

Synthesising workshops

Systems thinking as a tool for design creativity



Examples



Erik L. Lindberg
Starting point: Redesign payment central for grocery 

stores according to universal design agendas.

Result: a complete shopping system empowering the 

consumer through information.

Nominated to: Excellence in interaction design (Bekk) 





Gudmund Rebnord
Starting point: Navigation for blind.

Result: a navigation tool everybody. Everybody got  specific needs.

Honourable mentioning in World Usability Day 2009 Design Competition 

(Norsk Dataforening, Norsk Designråd)





Anne Mette Bakke
Starting point: Water supply for development countries

Result: A socio-economic system for self help.

Winner of:  Excellence in sustainability (Franzefoss)

Winner of World Usability day 2009 Design Competition (norsk dataforening, Norsk Designråd









Christopher A. Lange
Starting point: Electrical Car

Result: Recolt, metabolic vehicle.

Nominated to: Excellence in sustainability (Franzefoss) 

Honourable mentioning in the World Usability Day 2009 Design Competition (Norsk Dataforening, 

Norsk Designråd)





Life cycle and part 

replacement scheme



Life cycle and part 

replacement scheme



Life cycle and part 

replacement scheme



Heidi Borthne
Starting point: Fire escape equipment

Result: An edutainment training centre.

Nominated to: Excellence in innovation (Norsk Designråd)











Alice Andreoli
Starting point: School furniture for refugee camps

Result: A networked system using the facilitation of the school as a 

knowledge hub for resource development and finally to reintroduce 

people into globalized economy.

Winner of:  Excellence in innovation (Norsk Designråd) 










